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Michio Honda
Lecturer in Networked Systems
What’s Programming Club?

- Literally a club for programming (NOT a course, NO credit)
- Meet once in a week for two hours
- Open to everybody, beginner to advanced
- Attendees are organized into groups
- Each group decides what to do, but some groups or individuals would join mini-courses that are not covered by any courses, like:
  - UNIX/network system programming
  - Coding interview practice
Highlight in 2020/2021

- All the sessions will be **online**
- Great opportunity to complement courses
- Great opportunity to **socialize between students, and with senior students including fantastic tutors**
- Let’s code **TOGETHER**, like going for jogging together
- Sessions will be 12:00-14:00 Thursday, starting from the 2nd week

- Further announcement by email will happen early 1st week, stay tuned!
- I will also announce at my website: https://micchie.net
- Questions? Just drop email to michio.honda@ed.ac.uk